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Abstract (summary)

Opportunities and challenges facing Ukraine's shale gas development.

Shale development has transformed the US energy market, leading to a substantial decrease in energy prices.
Shell's recent production-sharing agreement (PSA) with Ukraine's state-controlled Naftogaz is a major milestone in
the government's mission to increase domestic gas production. The turbulent relationship between Ukraine and the
Russian gas monopolist Gazprom  adds urgency to Kiev's push to diversify its gas supply base.

SUBJECT:Opportunities and challenges facing Ukraine's shale gas development.

SIGNIFICANCE:Shale development has transformed the US energy market, leading to a substantial decrease in
energy prices. Shell's recent production-sharing agreement (PSA) with Ukraine's state-controlled Naftogaz is a
major milestone in the government's mission to increase domestic gas production. The turbulent relationship
between Ukraine and the Russian gas monopolist Gazprom  adds urgency to Kiev's push to diversify its gas
supply base.

ANALYSIS: Impacts.

Ukraine's plans to import gas purchased on West European spot markets in 2015 will help lessen dependence on
Russian imports.

Lack of transparency will continue to impede Ukraine's business climate, possibly dissuading some energy majors
from local development.

Lower dependence on Russian gas imports will increase Ukraine's bargaining power in Customs Union negotiations.
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Natural gas accounts for approximately 48% of total primary energy consumption in Ukraine. Domestic gas
production has remained relatively stable at 18-19 billion cubic metres (bcm) for a number of years, well below
demand levels, which amounted to 52 bcm in 2012. The supply gap is primarily filled by gas imported from Russia.

Russian imports.

Gas has long been at the centre of the turbulent relationship between Ukraine and Russia. Disputes over prices,
transit charges and payments have led to a series of supply disruptions. As a result, Russia has been developing
new transit routes to bypass Ukraine.

Latest gas dispute.

Following the election of President Viktor Yanukovych in February 2010, Kiev signed a ten-year gas deal with
Russia and received a 20% discount to European prices in exchange for allowing the Russian Black Sea Fleet to
retain the use of its current facilities in the Crimean peninsula. Volumes supplied under the contract were set at 52
bcm per annum from 2011. However, in 2012, Ukraine reportedly purchased only 25 bcm.

This triggered the latest gas dispute: Gazprom  presented Kiev with a 7 billion dollar claim for underconsumption.
On its part, Kiev indicated that it had no intention of paying the bill. Take-or-pay disputes are not uncommon in
international gas contracts and are usually resolved without recourse to legal action. However, the large gap
between contract quantity and volumes consumed by Ukraine, as well as Kiev's determination to diversify supplies,
may make resolution harder to reach this time.

Key players.

The sector is dominated by Naftogaz, which controls exploration, production, transportation and marketing of
natural gas in the country. Its subsidiaries produce some 90% of total oil and gas volumes. However, the
government is keen to increase the number of foreign companies in the exploration sector and has launched
tenders for PSAs for both offshore and onshore licences.

Shale gas prospects.

The US Energy Information Agency (EIA) estimates Ukraine's recoverable shale gas resources at 1.2 trillion cubic
metres (tcm). Although this is well below its estimates for Poland and France of around 5 tcm each (see
INTERNATIONAL: Politics is moving in support of shale - March 1, 2013), it is still significant compared to Ukraine's
present annual production of some 20 bcm.

In May 2012, the government awarded the right to develop two of its shale gas fields, Yuzovska and Olesska, to
Shell and Chevron  respectively.

Shell deal.

On January 24, Shell signed a PSA with Ukraine for the Yuzovska shale prospects in the Donetsk region of eastern
Ukraine. The PSA covers an area of nearly 8,000 square kilometres and could hold as much as 4 tcm of gas. Under
the government's 'optimistic scenario', production could increase by as much as 10 bcm per year. However, the
target annual production volumes could take at least ten years to achieve.

The terms of the PSA, leaked by an opposition politician, include:

a profit share for the government of between 31% and 60%;

tax exemptions and favourable value-added tax terms; and

commitment by Shell to spend 400 million dollars to drill the first 15 wells.
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Chevron deal.

The 5,260-square-kilometre Olesska field covers a band of shale, which stretches from the Baltic to the Black Sea.
Following protracted negotiations over the terms of the PSA, protests from Ukraine's opposition groups have
prompted Kiev to prolong the self-imposed May 2013 deadline for completion of the deal.

The presence of such majors as Shell and Chevron will give a boost to the sector. However, it will be at least two
years before Shell completes the initial survey and appraisal work. Even if the presence of economically
recoverable shale volumes is confirmed, more time will be needed to ramp up production.

Benefits.

Several factors make shale production in Ukraine potentially more attractive than in other European countries:

Significant oil and gas sector infrastructure is already in place due to existing upstream activity, though major
upgrades are needed to address the challenges of an extensive drilling campaign.

The government is keen to encourage local production, which could translate into favourable terms for foreign
energy majors.

Ukraine is a member of the EU Energy Community.

Challenges.

In Ukraine, shale intervals tend to range from 4,000 to 6,000 metres, which is relatively deep compared to
1,000-4,000 metres in the US Bakken and Barnett formations. Moreover, significant non-technical risks complicate
local operations. Among them are:

opposition to development by local activists;

Ukraine's conflicted relationship with Russia;

high potential for corruption; and

the uncertain nature of the regulatory regime.

Opposition to shale development has been gathering pace since last year. Protestors, led by members of the ultra-
nationalist opposition party Svoboda, have spoken out against development in the Olesska field and, more
recently, the Yuzovska field (see UKRAINE: Shale protests may weaken opposition parties - February 11, 2013).
Yet, it remains unlikely that Svoboda will win the legal battle since that would entail convincing local courts to
overturn agreements approved by the central government.

In the short term, Ukraine's uneasy relationship with Moscow and with Gazprom  in particular is likely to pose the
most difficult challenge to shale development in the country (see RUSSIA: Gazprom  faces headwinds at home
and abroad - December 5, 2012).

Ukraine attempted to use its membership of the EU Energy Community as a lever in its dispute with Gazprom .
Despite signing the acquis in September 2010, Kiev has made little progress in adopting the requirements of the
Energy Community. The EU-Ukraine summit held at the end of February agreed to "closer" bilateral cooperation in
the energy sector. However a fairly radical overhaul of the Ukrainian system -- including the break-up of Naftogaz
into separate transportation and supply businesses -- would be necessary before any major financial support from
the EU.

CONCLUSION: Ukraine will continue to encourage the participation of foreign energy majors in the oil and gas
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sector, with particular emphasis on offshore and shale gas developments. Moves to diversify supplies by importing
volumes from Poland and Germany may gather momentum. A resolution of the dispute with Russia may require
new agreements on issues such as Kiev's entry in the Russia-led Customs Union or operating control of Ukraine's
gas infrastructure for Gazprom .
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